
Summary: Fellows will be embedded directly into DoD or the U.S. Congress where they will have the opportunity to shape technology and national security policy.

Eligibility: U.S. Citizens only. Ideally >2 years of work experience. Please contact me if you are an interested MS/PhD student without any formal work experience yet.

Position Description:

NSIN Technology and National Security Fellows will serve full-time, year-long assignments with either the U.S. Department of Defense or the U.S. Congress to help shape technology and national security policy. The fellowship is open to any U.S. Citizen who has earned an undergraduate or graduate degree in a STEM-related discipline. The inaugural cohort will occur from August 2020 to August 2021. Ideal candidates will also have at least two years of work experience.

Website: https://www.nsin.us/tnsf

Application: https://airtable.com/shrEkSJ6136SmryiK

Questions: E-mail any questions to Michael Hard at mhard@nsin.us

Michael Hard
University Program Director
National Security Innovation Network
U.S. Department of Defense

NSIN Mission:

"Creating New Networks of Innovators to Solve National Security Problems"